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There are growing signs of a gradual change in the driving factor for financial markets. So far, it has been higher-than-expected inflation indicators. In the future, it could be disappointingly
weak indicators of economic activity.

High inflation rates

Inflation rates remain high. Last week, the publication of consumer prices in the euro zone for the month of October showed an increase of 1.5% month-on-month to 10.6% year-on-year. In
the United Kingdom, inflation rose 2.0% month-on-month and 11.1% year-on-year. In Canada, inflation increased by 0.7% month-on-month to 6.9% year-on-year.



Declining inflationary pressure

At the producer level, however, inflationary pressure is already easing in many countries. In Germany, for example, producer prices fell by 4.2% month-on-month in October (to 34.5% year-
on-year). In the USA, producer price inflation has already been significantly lower since July (October: 0.2% p.m., 8.8% p.a.). Moreover, consumer prices in the US were also below
expectations in October, at 0.4% month-on-month and 7.7% year-on-year. Of course, it will take some time before the sharp rise in producer prices is fully passed on to consumer prices
(first-round effects). However, assuming that second-round effects remain subdued (no wage-price spiral), inflation rates will fall next year. However, uncertainty remains high as to the level
at which inflation will settle.

Interest rate policy with a rear-view mirror

Because evidence is mounting for a temporary end to inflation surprises, and policy rates have already been raised significantly, central banks are signaling a reduction in the pace of rate
hikes and a pause (perhaps even an end) in the rate hike cycle. This has supported asset prices in recent weeks. However, monetary policy is already having a restrictive effect, that is, a
dampening effect on economic activity. This policy will be maintained as long as inflation persistence, i.e. the relationship between current and past inflation, remains high and the labor
market remains tight. In other words, only when inflation rates have fallen significantly is a departure from the restrictive policy likely. Monetary policy is currently acting with a rearview
mirror because inflation dynamics are not well understood.

Curve inversion

Already, numerous indicators point to negative economic momentum. On the market side, the difference between the two-year and ten-year US government bond yields has risen to minus
0.7 percentage points. Meanwhile, the difference between the three-month interest rate and the ten-year yield is also negative (minus 0.4 percentage points). In Germany, too, the interest
rate differential between the two-year and ten-year yields is negative, albeit only slightly at 0.07 percentage points. The short maturities reflect a restrictive interest rate policy. This reduces
inflation and economic growth. The long-dated yields essentially consist of the sum of the expected short-dated interest rates. The long maturities are therefore already pricing in key
interest rate cuts. Statistically, a so-called curve inversion is a good recession indicator. Of course, a “soft” landing, i.e. a weakening of growth and inflation without a recession, could
materialize next year. However, the probability argues against this.

Source: Refinitiv Datastream; Data as of 21/11/2022

Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator for future performance.
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Falling growth indicators

In addition, numerous indicators continue to tend toward weakness. This can be seen, among other things, in the segments that are particularly sensitive to interest rates (construction). In
the USA, the NAHB Housing Market Index is in free fall. In the G4 (USA, UK, Eurozone, Japan), banks have tightened lending standards significantly. The manufacturing sector is also
increasingly pointing to contraction. For example, exports are falling in some key countries in Asia (South Korea: -17% y/y in November, Singapore: -6% y/y in October, China: -0.3% y/y in
October, export orders in Taiwan: -6% y/y in October). In the US, the Conference Board’s Leading Index has fallen for the eighth consecutive month-to-month to minus 2.7% y/y. Also in the
U.S., the Chicago Fed’s National Activity Index has slipped into negative territory (indicating GDP contraction) and the Philadelphia Fed’s Business Outlook Index is edging closer to
recession territory with another decline for the month of November.

Source: Bloomberg; Data as of 21/11/2022
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In Europe, a moderate GDP contraction is likely in the fourth quarter of 2022 and the first quarter of 2023. For the United Kingdom, a significant GDP decline is on the horizon between the
third quarter of 2022 and the second quarter of 2023. The recently presented government austerity package of GBP 55 billion will also dampen economic activity in the medium term. In
China, the Corona containment measures and the slump on the real estate market are reducing domestic demand. China’s economy is expected to grow by only around 3% in 2022. The
recently presented easing measures (more liquidity for developers, less stringent bank regulation) will only be able to help the real estate sector in the medium term (several months).

Conclusion

The environment of slightly falling inflation rates, persistently restrictive monetary policies and falling growth indicators generally favors bonds over equities. The assessment that key
interest rates will be raised to a restrictive level and will remain there for some time may by now be sufficiently reflected in bond yields. Rising yields this year have sharply reduced the value
of future coupon payments on outstanding bonds. As a result, bond prices have been subject to strong downward pressure. This negative process may be coming to an end. As a result of
the rise in yields, the attractiveness of bonds has thus increased. At the same time, the risks to economic growth have increased, as have those to future corporate profits. This could be a
headwind for share prices next year.
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